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Trusted partner
in software development 
and IT consulting

Codete is an IT consulting and software development 
company based in the heart of Europe. 

Visit our website

https://codete.com


About Codete
Codete is an IT consulting and software development company based in the heart of Europe. 

12+ years on 
the market

Equipped with over 
decade-long experience in 
connecting the right talents 
with the right projects, we 
deliver quality technological 
solutions and build lasting 
relationships.

120+ projects 
in portfolio

Our portfolio includes 
partnerships with companies 
of all sizes, from all over the 
world, including brands such 
as Home24, Futurice and 
BMW.

350+ IT specialists 
on board

We have solid expertise in 
backend, frontend and mobile 
development, DevOps, UX/UI 
design, as well as machine 
learning, data science, and 
other areas.

3 offices in Central 
Europe

● Cracow, Poland
● Lublin, Poland
● Berlin, Germany

… and we are still 
growing!

Read more See our portfolio See our services Contact us

https://codete.com/
https://codete.com/
https://codete.com/clients
https://codete.com/services
https://codete.com/estimation


They trusted us
We work with clients from across the globe.



Our consulting services 
Find out what we are best at.

Product vision workshops

The concept of a new product or system is frequently insufficient to 
fully comprehend the required workload. Without it, it is impossible to 
define a workable schedule or a budget. That is precisely where 
Codete's dedicated workshops come in handy. Our Consulting Team 
will help your company verify your digital product idea and plan the 
resources for its delivery.

CTO as a Service

If you require assistance in developing a sound IT strategy for your 
business, our CTO as a Service option is the best solution for you. We 
can assist you in all areas of software development and product 
delivery thanks to our diversified technological competence and years 
of experience.

Audit & consulting

You can count on a thorough analysis of your software development 
process, code, infrastructure, and potential for digital success. 
Depending on your requirements, our team will provide you with a 
comprehensive report on prospective product enhancements, 
performance improvements, cost and risk reduction strategies, and 
ways to verify the feasibility of your product idea.

Product design & prototyping

We offer a broad variety of product design and prototyping services to 
help you make your product more accessible, functional, and 
appealing. From delivering a Proof of Concept (PoC) through 
developing a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) to handling all aspects of 
UX/UI design, we've got you covered.



Product vision workshops
Discover the details and benefits behind our workshops.

Product-focused workshops with our consulting experts are the 
best choice for verifying your digital product idea, selecting the 
optimal technology solutions, and planning the resources 
required to turn your vision into reality.

At the end, we provide a final report summarizing the key 
findings, in which you will find:

● suggested architecture, tech stack, and team 
composition,

● product backlog,
● preliminary schedule and budget.

Learn more about Consulting at Codete

http://codete.com
https://consulting.codete.com/


Workshop details
The workshops are typically divided into several phases:

Phase 1: Initial diagnosis

This phase, which may start prior to the workshop, focuses on the 
Consulting Team collecting information about the product and its goals.

Phase 2: Workshop plan

We set the primary goal of the workshop based on the client's needs. This 
could include creating a backlog, architecture, determining project 
feasibility, and other tasks.

Phase 3: Workshops

As a standard, we run three sessions of three hours each. Workshops are 
always led by a skilled team of engineers and managers.

Phase 4: Closure

This is the stage at which we prepare a final report and deliver it to the 
client.



Our Consulting Team
Meet our experts from the Consulting Department at Codete.

Their experience includes years spent developing software solutions as engineers and/or managers, 
but also contact with a wide range of industries that gives them a broad understanding of industry-specific issues.

Dawid Pacholczyk
Consulting Manager

Consulting Manager at Codete with over 15 years of experience in the IT sector and a strong technical 
background. Seasoned in working with multinational companies. Ph.D. student and lecturer at Polish-Japanese 
Academy of IT, focused on software architecture, software development, and management.

“Any project or company is not a machine full of gears. It is a group of committed and dedicated people focused on 
a specific goal. The key to success is not only an individual approach to each challenge, but also connecting the dots 
correctly and helping people achieve success. Thanks to working together and using our potential, we can win.”



Our Consulting Team
Meet our experts from the Consulting Department at Codete.

Karol Przystalski, CTO at Codete

In 2015, he received his Ph.D. from the Institute of Fundamental 
Technological Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences. His area 
of expertise is artificial intelligence.

Piotr Wawryka, Research & Development Manager

R&D Manager with over 5 years of commercial experience writing 
Python applications. Software developer and data scientist at Codete 
since 2017 and a Ph.D. student at AGH University of Science 
Technology. His main field of interest is neural networks and their 
practical applications.

Szymon Gołębiewski, IT Project Manager

15 years of experience in IT project management. 
Worked for Fortune 500 companies, international 
start-ups, and software houses. Big fan of agile 
methods of improvement (but understands that 
waterfall can be sometimes useful as well).

Piotr Zając, PHP Programmer

PHP Programmer since 5.2 with experience in 
e-commerce and the financial market. All around 
Event-based development enthusiasts. 
Domain-Driven Design practitioner.

Michał Czekaj, Product Designer

Designer with over 7 years of experience. Designed and supervised more 
than 40+ successful projects. Experienced in managing scattered teams on 
international markets (US, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Poland). 
Provides complex UI/UX solutions in Waterfall and Agile methodology with 
design, communication, management & analytical skills.

...and many more!



Case study: B4 Investigate
Product vision & MVP for fraud detection SaaS platform

Codete’s specialists in software development assist 
B4 Investigate in creating and developing a SaaS platform 
for financial fraud detection, starting with a Minimum Viable 
Product (MVP).

After successfully helping their customers with financial fraud detection using 
a desktop program, B4 Investigate made the decision to advance further and 
to broaden its offering with a unique, highly-specialized internet platform 
(SaaS – System as a Service). 

B4 Investigate approached Codete for assistance during the entire process of 
its creation – from selecting the optimal tech solutions, to the development of 
the web application.

Read more

https://codete.com/portfolio/b4-investigate


Case Study: B4 Investigate
Phase 1: Product vision workshops

In order to move the original B4 Investigate application to the 
cloud, our experts were asked to put together a scalable solution 
based on contemporary technology. First, we invited the client 
to participate in our workshops. 

Our role was to organize and lead the meetings that let us better 
understand the operations of our client before recommending the 
best technical stack, a scalable infrastructure, and timed calculations. 
That combination was key for planning out the work in the project.

Read more

https://codete.com/portfolio/b4-investigate


Case Study: B4 Investigate
Phase 2: MVP development

Following productive workshops, we decided to support B4 
Investigate in developing their B4 PreCrime Cloud platform from 
a technical standpoint. To deliver the proposed solution, Codete 
assembled a team of professionals consisting of two engineers 
(now expanded to three), one tester, and a project manager. The 
client was actively involved throughout the process.

Using the Heroku platform, our developers have already constructed 
and implemented the MVP – the initial version of the application, 
which includes all essential features. We are currently working on 
myB4 development, already organizing the subsequent steps, and 
adjusting our team of specialists to match the needs of our clients.

Tech stack: React, Node.js, PostgreSQL, Jest, Terraform, Heroku

Read more

https://codete.com/portfolio/b4-investigate


Today we have our platform: myB4.ai. It’s been developed over 5 
months time and the output of this is that we have a multitenant 
situation on our platform that we can use, that our customers 
can log into, and do assessments on different scopes. (...) We 
have managed to complete a product on time, on budget, with 
the functionality we desired.

Client testimonials
Read more client reviews on our Clutch.co profile.

Highly recommended! We have been working continuously with 
Codete since 2017. The development of our online platform for 
corporate learning has greatly benefited from the experience of 
Codete’s frontend, backend and iOS developers. Support from 
Codete’s DevOps engineers has helped us to bring our 
infrastructure to a whole new level of performance and stability.

John Wallhoff
Chief Data Architect & CEO , B4 Investigate AB

Jan Veira 
Managing Director and Co-Founder, University4Industry

https://clutch.co/profile/codete
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Dawid Pacholczyk
Consulting Manager

+48 502 054 334
dawid.pacholczyk@codete.com

Contact us
Outline your project background and let our specialist find 
the most favorable solution.

Make your digital product 
vision come true with 
Codete's experts in IT 
consulting.

If you need help developing a 
prototype for your next digital 
product, streamlining your 
software development process, 
or improving your infrastructure – 
get in touch with us.

mailto:dawid.pacholczyk@codete.com
https://www.facebook.com/codete
https://www.linkedin.com/company/codete
https://twitter.com/CodeteGmbH
https://www.instagram.com/codete_career
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOWLofYtKFHdFNlC8AXtXFw
https://github.com/codete

